Press Release
SMD-TEC is new Viscom representative in Benelux
Hanover, September 2015 – Viscom and SMD-TEC are now working
closely together in Benelux. Effective immediately, Viscom AG, one of the
leading manufacturers of inspection systems in the electronics industry, is
being promoted in Benelux by the new representative SMD-TEC. General
manager Tom Van Tongelen has rebuilt SMD-TEC from the former Benelux
subsidiary of Essemtec into an independent sales and service company,
thus facilitating the sales partnership with Viscom.
With over twenty years of experience in electronics manufacturing, SMDTEC is a competent partner wherever investment in new equipment and
process expertise in SMT production is concerned. With his closely
partnered business relationships to customers in Belgium, the Netherlands
and Luxemburg, Tom Van Tongelen and his team ensure not only firstclass consultation, but are also handling on-site technical support.
Olesja Münch, who is responsible for Benelux customers at Viscom, is
pleased with the collaboration: "With Tom Van Tongelen, we have a very
experienced partner who has been at home in electronics manufacturing for
many years. We are happy about the future collaboration and wish SMDTEC all the best, and great success."
SMD-TEC is located in Aarschot, Belgium. The company is taking on sales
of the entire Viscom product range, from SPI, AXI and AOI systems through
automatic X-ray inspection, up to manual X-ray inspection and wire-bond
inspection. SMD-TEC is broadly positioned and in addition to the Viscom
products offers printers, board handling, pick & place systems, soldering
systems, SMT material and much more.
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About Viscom
Viscom AG develops, manufactures and sells high-quality inspection systems. The
portfolio encompasses the complete bandwidth of optical and X-ray inspections. In
the area of assembly inspection for electronics manufacturing, the company is
among the leading suppliers worldwide. Viscom systems can be configured
specific to the customer and can be interlinked. The company headquarters and
manufacturing location is in Hanover, Germany. With a wide network of branches,
applications centers, service support points and representatives, Viscom is
represented internationally. Founded in 1984, since 2006 Viscom has been listed
on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (ISIN: DE0007846867). For additional
information: www.viscom.com
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